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Foreword 

IS0 (the International Organization for Standardization) and IEC (the International Elec- 
trotechnical Commission) form the specialized system for worldwide standardization. Na- 
tional bodies that are members of IS0 or IEC participate in the development of Interna- 
tional Standards through technical committees established by the respective organization 
to deal with particular fields of technical activity. IS0 and IEC technical committees col- 
laborate in fields of mutual interest. Other international organizations, governmental and 
non-governmental, in liaison with IS0 and IEC, also take part in the work. 

In the field of information technology, IS0 and IEC have established a joint technical com- 
mittee, ISO/IEC JTC 1. Draft International Standards adopted by the joint technical 
committee are circulated to national bodies for voting. Publication as an International 
Standard requires approval by at least 75% of the national bodies casting a vote. 

International Standard ISO/IEC 9798-4 was prepared by Joint Technical Committee 
ISO/IEC JTC 1, I f n ormation technology, Sub-Committee SC27, IT Security techniques. 

ISO/IEC 9798 consists of the following parts, under the general title Information technology 
- Security techniques - Entity authentication mechanisms: 

- Part 1: General model 
- Part 3: Entity authentication using a public key algorithm 

ISO/IEC 9798 consists of the following parts, under the general title Information technology 
- Security techniques - Entity authentication: 

- Part 2: Mechanisms using symmetric encipherment algorithms 
- Part 4: Mechanisms using a cryptographic check function 
- Part 5: Mechanisms using zero knowledge techniques 

NOTE - The introductory element of the titles of parts 1 and 3 will be aligned with 
the introductory element of the titles of parts 2,4 and 5 at the next revision of parts 
1 and 3 of ISO/IEC 9798. 

Further parts may follow. 

Annexes A, B, C and D of this part of ISO/IEC 9798 are for information only. 
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All rights reserved. Unless otherwise specified, no part of this publication may be 
regroduced or utilized in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including 
photocopying and microfilm, without permission in writing from the publisher. 

ISO/IEC Copyright Office l Case postale 56 l CH-1211 Gen&ve 20 l SwitzerlancI 
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Information technology - Security techniques - 
Entity authentication - 
Part 4: Mechanisms using a cryptographic check function 

1 Scope 

This part of ISO/IEC 9798 specifies entity authentica- 
tion mechanisnm using a cryptographic check function. 
Two inechanisnls are concerned with the authentication 
of a single entity (unilateral authentication), while the 
remaining are nlechanisms for mutual authentication of 
two entities. 

The n~echanisms specified in this part of ISO/IEC 9798 
use time variant paraiiie ters such as time stamps, se- 
quence numbers, or random numbers, to prevent valid 
authentication information from being accepted at a 
later time. 

If a time stamp or sequence number is used, one pass 
is needed for unilateral authentication, while two passes 
are needed to achieve mutual authentication. If a chal- 
lenge and response method employing random numbers 
is used, two passes are needed for unilateral authentica- 
tion, while three passes are required to achieve mutual 
authentication. 

Examples of cryptographic check functions are given in 
annex C. 

2 Normative reference 

The following standard contains provisions which, 
through reference in this text, constitute provisions of 
this part of ISO/IEC 9798. At the time of publica- 
tion, the edition indicated was valid. All standards are 
subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on 
this part of ISO/IEC 9798 are encouraged to investi- 
gate the possibility of applying the most recent edition 
of the standard indicated below. Members of IEC and 
IS0 maintain registers of currently valid International 
Standards. 

ISO/IEC 9798-l: 1991, Information technology - Se- 
curity techniques - Entity authentication mechanisms 
- Part 1: General model. 

3 Definitions and notation 

For the purposes of this part of ISO/IEC 9798, the def- 
initions and notation described in ISO/IEC 9798-l ap- 
ply. In addition the following definition and notation 
are used: 

3.1 cryptographic check value: Information which 
is derived by performing a cryptographic transformation 
on the data unit [ISO 7498-21. 

3.2 fK(Z): Cryptographic check value which is the re- 
sult of applying the cryptographic check function f us- 
ing as input a secret key K and an arbitrary data string 
2. 

3.3 PA: Time variant parameter originated by entity A 
which is either a time stamp TA or a sequence number 

NA l 

4 Requirements 

In the authentication mechanisnls specified in this part 
of ISO/IEC 9798 an entity to be authenticated corrob- 
orates its identity by demonstrating its knowledge of a 
secret authentication key. This is achieved by the entity 
using its secret key with a cryptographic check function 
applied to specific data to obtain a cryptographic check 
value. The cryptographic check value can be checked by 
anyone knowing the entity’s secret authentication key + 
who can re-calcu 
compare it with 

.lste the c 
the value 

ryptographic check value and 
received. 

The authentication nlechanisms have the following re- 
quirements. If any one of these is not met then the au- 
thentication process may be coinproinised or it cannot 
be implenient ed. 

a) A claimant authenticating itself to a verifier shares 
a con~non secret authentication key with that verifier. 
This key shall be known to the involved entities prior 
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to the conm~encenlent of any particular run of an au- 
thentication mechanisnl. The method by which the key 
is distributed to the entities is beyond the scope of this 
part of ISO/IEC 9798. 

b) The secret authentication key, shared by a claimant 
and a verifier, shall be known only to those two entities 
and, possibly, to other parties they both trust. 

c) The cryptographic check function f which takes as in- 
put a secret key K and an arbitrary string 2 to produce 
fK (2) shall satisfy the following properties: 

- for any key K and data string 2 it shall be practical 
to conipute fK (2); 

- for any fixed key K, and given no prior knowledge 
of K, it shall be computationally infeasible to find 
a new pair (X, Y) such that fK(X) = Y, even 
given knowledge of a set of pairs (Xi, Yi) such that 
fK(X?:) = E;:, (i = 1,2,. . .), where the value of Xi 
may have been chosen after observing the value of 

. 
Yi (3 = 1,2,. . . , i - 1). 

d) The strength of the mechanisms is dependent on the 
length and the secrecy of the key, on the nature of the 
cryptographic check function, and on the length of the 
c.heck value. These parameters shall be chosen to meet 
the required security level, as may be specified by the 
security policy. 

5 Mechanisms 

In these authentication mechanisms the entities A and 
B shall share a comn1on secret authentication key KAB 
or two uni-directional secret keys KAB and KBA prior 
to the comnlencenlent of any particular run of the au- 
t hentication mechanisnls. In the latter case the uni- 
directional keys KAg and KBA are used respectively 
for the authentication of A by B and of B by A. 

The mechanisms require the use of time variant param- 
eters such as time stamps, sequence numbers or random 
numbers. The properties of these parameters, in partic- 
ular that it is most unlikely for them to repeat within 
the life-time of an authentication key, are important for 
the security of these nlechanisnls. For additional infor- 
mation see annex B. 

All text fields specified in the following nlechanisn~s are 
available for use in applications outside the scope of this 
part of ISO/IEC 9798 (they may be empty). Their rela- 
tion and contents further depend upon the specific ap- 
plication. See annex A for information 011 the use of 
text fields. 

A text field may only be included in the input to the 
cryptographic check function if the verifier can deter- 
mine it independently, e.g., if it is known in advance, 
sent in clear or can be derived from one or both of those 
sources. 

Unilateral authentication 5.1 U 

nilateral authentication means that only one of the two 
entities is authenticated by use of the mechanism. 

One pass authentication 5.1.1 I 

n this authentication nlechanisnl the claimant A initi- 
ates the process and is authenticated by the verifier B. 
Uniqueness / timeliness is controlled by generating and 
checking a time stamp or a sequence nunlber (see annex 

B) . 

The authentication nlechanisnl is illustrated in figure 1 6 

A 
(1) TokenAB 

t B ( 1 2 

Figure 1 

I I 

The form of the token (TokenAB), sent by the claimant 
A to the verifier B is: 

TokenAB = PA llTeqlfK,~ (X llwextl)! 

where the claimant A uses either a sequence number 
NA or a time stamp TA as the time variant parameter. 
The choice depends on the technical capabilities of the 
claimant and the verifier as well as on the environment. 

The inclusion of the distinguishing identifier B in 
TokenAB is optional. 

NOTE - Distinguishing identifier B is included in 
TokenAB to prevent the re-use of TokenAB on entity 
A by an adversary masquerading as entity B. Its inclu- 
sion is made optional so that, in environments where 
such attacks cannot occur, it may be omitted. 

The distinguishin g identifier B may also be omit0 ted if 
a uni-directional key is used. 

(I) A sends TokenAB to B. 

(2) On receipt of the message containing TokenAB, B 
verifies TokenAB by checking the time stamp or the 
sequence nunlber, calculating 

f&B 
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and comparing it with the cryptographic check 
value of the token, thereby verifying the correct- 
ness of the distinguishing identifier B, if present, as 
well as the time stamp or the sequence number. 

Two pass authentication 5.1.2 I 

n this authentication mechanism the claimant A is au- 
thenticated by the verifier B who initiates the process. 
Uniqueness / timeliness is controlled by generating and 
checking a random nunlber RB (see annex B). 

The authentication mechanism is illustrated in figure 2. 

’ (1) RBJITextl < 

4 
A w B (3) 

(2) TokenAB 
l 

Figure 2 

The form of the token (TokenAB), sent by the claimant 
A to the verifier B is: 

TokenAB = Text3llfK,B (h3IlqIT~xtq. 

The inclusion of the distinguishing identifier B in 
TokenAB is optional. 

NOTE - Distinguishing identifier B is included in 
TokenAB to prevent a so-called reflection attack. Such 
an attack is characterized by the fact that an intruder 
“reflects” the challenge Rg to B pretending to be A. 
The inclusion of the distinguishing identifier B is made 
optional so that, in environments where such attacks 
cannot occur, it may be omitted. 

The distinguishing identifier B may also be omitted if 
a uni-directional key is used. 

(1) B sends a random number RB and, optionally, a 
text field Text1 to A. 

(2) A sends TokenAB to B. 

(3) On receipt of the message containing TokenAB, B 
verifies Token A B by calculating 

fKAB (RBIIBIIText2) 

and comparing it with the cryptographic check 
value of the token, thereby verifying the correct- 
ness of the distinguishing identifier B, if present, 
and that the random number Rg, sent to A in step 
(1), was used in constructing TokenAB. 

Mutual authentication 5.2 M 

utual authentication means that the two communicating 
entities are authenticated to each other by use of the 
mechanism. 

The two nlechanisnls described in 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 are 
adapted in 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, respectively, to achieve mu- 
tual authentication. In both cases this requires one more 
pass resulting in two more steps. 

NOTE - A third mechanism for mutual authenti- 
cation can be constructed from two instances of the 
mechanism specified in 5.1.2, one started by entity A 
and the other by entity B. 

Two pass authentication 5.2.1 I 

n this authentication nlechanism uniqueness / timeliness 
is controlled by generating and checking time stamps or 
sequence numbers (see annex B). 

The authentication nlechanism is illustrated in figure 3. 

(4) 

(1) TokenAB 

A 
t 

* (3) TokenBA 
B (2) 

A 

Figure 3 

The form of the token (TokenAB), sent by A to B, is 
identical to that specified in 5.1.1. 

TokenAB = PA llText2llfK,, (j$ I(BIITextl) l 

The form of the token (TokenBA), sent by B to A, is: 

TokenBA = $IB IITeXt4llfK~~ ($!y llA(lText3) * 

The inclusion of the distinguishing identifier B in 
TokenAB and the inclusion of the distinguishing identi- 
fier A in TokenBA are (independently) optional. 

NOTE 1 - Distinguishing identifier B is included in 
TokenAB to prevent the re-use of TokenAB on entity 
A by an adversary masquerading as entity B. For sim- 
ilar reasons the distinguishing identifier A is present in 
TokenBA. Th eir inclusion is made optional so that, 
in environments where such attacks cannot occur, one 
or both may be omitted. 

The distinguishing identifiers A and B may also be 
omitted if uni-directional keys (see below) are used. 

The choice of using either time stamps or sequence nuns- 
bers in this mechanism depends on the capabilities of the 
claimant and the verifier as well as on the environment. 

Steps (1) and (2) are identical to those specified in 5.1.1, 
one pass authentication. 
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(3) B sends TokenBA to A. 

(4) The message in step (3) is handled in a manner 
analogous to step (2) of 5,l.l. 

NOTE 2 - The two messages of this mechanism are 
not bound together in any way, other than implicitly 
by timeliness; the mechanism involves independent use 
of mechanism 5.1.1 twice. Further binding together of 
these messages can be achieved by making appropriate 
use of the text fields (see annex A). 

If uni-directional keys are used then the key KAB in 
TokenBA is replaced by the uni-directional key KBA 
and the appropriate key is used in step (4). 

Three pass authentication 5.2.2 I 

ii this mutual authentication mechanism unique- 
ness / timeliness is controlled by generating and check- 
ing random numbers (see annex B). 

The authentication niechanisnl is illustrated in figure 4. 

I 
Figure 4 

The tokens are of the following form: 

TokenAB = RAitText3iifKA~ (RA(I&311BIlText2), 

TokenBA = Text5(IfK,B (&(I&IlTextd). 

NOTE 1 - The inclusion of RB in TokenBA prevents 
the derivation of TokenBA from TokenAB. 

The inclusion of the distinguishing identifier B in 
TokenAB is optional. 

@ ISO/IEC 

NOTE 2 - Distinguishing identifier B is included in 
TokenAB to prevent a so-called reflection attack. Such 
an attack is characterized by the fact that an intruder 
“reflects” the challenge RB to B pretending to be A. 
The inclusion of the distinguishing identifier B is made 
optional so that, in environments where such attacks 
cannot occur, it may be omitted. 

The distinguishing identifier B may also be omitted if 
uni-directional keys (see below) are used. 

(1) B sends a random number RB and, optionally, a 
text field Text1 to A. 

(2) A sends TokenAB to B. 

(3) On receipt of the message containing TokenAB, B 
verifies Token A B by calculating 

fKAB (RAIIRBIIBIIT~x~~) 

and comparing it with the cryptographic check 
value of the token, thereby verifying the correct- 
ness of the distinguishing identifier B, if present, 
and that the random number RB, sent to A in step 
(I), was used in constructing TokenAB. 

(4) B sends TokenBA to A. 

(5) On receipt of the message containing TokenBA, A 
verifies Token BA by calculating 

fKAB (RBIIRAIIT~x~J) 

and conlparing it with the cryptographic check 
value of the token, thereby verifying that the ran- 
doin nunlber R B, received from B in step (1) was 
used in constructing in TokenBA and that the rau- 
don1 nuniber RA, sent to B in step (2), was used in 
constructing TokenBA. 

If uni-directional keys are used then the key KAB in 
TokenBA is replaced by the uni-directional key &A 
and the appropriate key is used in step (5). 
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Annex A 

(informative) 

Use of text fields 

The tokens specified in clause 5 of this part of ISO/IEC 
9798 contain text fields. The actual use of and the rela- 
tiouships between the various text fields in a given pass 
depend on the application. Some examples are given 
below. 

Any information requiring data origin authentication 
should be used in the calculation of the cryptographic 
check value of the token. 

Text fields may contain additional time variant param- 
eters. For instance, if nlechanism 5.1.1 is used with se- 
queuce numbers, then a time stamp may be included in 
the text fields of TokenAB. This would allow the de- 
tection of forced delays by requiring the recipient of a 
message to verify that any time stamp contained in the 
message is within a prespecified time window (see also 
annex B). 

If inore than one valid key exists, then the cleartext text 
field may include the key identifier. 

Should any of the mechanisms specified in this part of 
ISO/IEC 9798 be embedded in an application which al- 
lows either entity to initiate the authentication by using 
an additional message prior to the start of the mech- 
anism, certain intruder attacks may become possible. 
Text fields may be used to state which entity requests 
the authentication in order to counteract such attacks, 
which are characterized by the fact that an intruder may 
reuse a token obtained illicitly. 
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Annex B 

(informative) 

Time variant Parameters 

Time variant parameters are used to control unique- 
ness/timeliness. They enable replay of previously trans- 
mitted messages to be detected. To achieve this, the au- 
thentication information should vary from one exchange 
instance to the next. The verifier should have either di- 
rect or indirect control over this variation. 

Some types of time variant parameters may also allow 
for the detection of “forced delays” (delays introduced 
into the communication medium by an adversary). In 
inechanisuls involving more than one pass, forced delays 
may also be detected by other means (such as “timeout 
clocks” used to enforce umximunl allowable time gaps 
between specific messages). 

The three types of time variant parameters used in 
this part of ISO/IEC 9798 are time stamps, sequence 
numbers and random numbers. Iiiiplen~entation re- 
quirements may make different time variant parameters 
preferable in different applications. In some cases, it 
may be appropriate to use more than one type of time 
variant parameter (e.g., both time stamps and sequence 
numbers). Details regarding the choice of these parame- 
ters are beyond the scope of this part of ISO/IEC 9798. 

B.l Time stamps 

Mechanisms involving time stamps make use of a corn-- 
nion time reference which logically links a claimant and 
a verifier. The recommended reference clock is Coordi- 
nated Universal Time (UTC). An acceptance window of 
some fixed size is used by the verifier. Timeliness is con- 
trolled by the verifier computing the difference between 
the time stamp in a verified received token and the time 
as perceived by the verifier at the time the token is re- 
ceived. If the difference is within the window, the mes- 
sage is accepted. Uniqueuess can be verified by logging 
all messages within the current window, and rejecting 
the second and subsequent occurrences of identical mes- 
sages wit kin that window. 

Some mechanism should be used to ensure that the time 
clocks of the claimant and verifier are synchronised, in 
order that the time reference be under the verifier’s (in- 
direct) control. Moreover, time clocks need to be syn- 
chronized well enough to make the possibility of inlper- 
sonation by replay acceptably small. It should also be 

6 

ensured that all information relevant to the verilTcation 
of time stamps, in particular the time clocks of the two 
conmmnicating entities, are protected against tamper- 
111g. 

Mechanisms using time stamps allow the detection of 
forced delays. 

B.2 Sequence numbers 

Uniqueness can be controlled using sequence nuinbers as 
they enable a verifier to detect the replay of messages. 
A claimant and verifier agree beforehand on a policy for 
nuuibering messages in a particular ulanner, the general 
idea being that a message with a particular number will 
be accepted only once (or only once within a specified 
time period). Messages received by a verifier are then 
checked to see that the number sent along with the nies- 
sage is acceptable according to the agreed policy. In this 
way, the sequence number is under the verifier’s (indi- 
rect) control. A message is rejected if the accompanying 
sequence number is not in accordance with the agreed 
policy. 

Use of sequence numbers may require additional “book- 
keeping” . A claimant should maintain records of se- 
quence numbers which have been used previously and/or 
sequence numbers that remain valid for future use. The 
claimant should keep such records for all potential veri- 
fiers with whom the claimant may wish to coniiiiunicate. 
Similarly, the verifier should maintain such records cor- 
responding to all potential claimants. Special proce- 
dures may also be required to reset and/or restart se- 
quence nuniber counters wheu situations (suc,h as sys ten-r 
failures) arise which disrupt uoruial sequencing. 

Use of sequeuce numbers by a claimant does uot guar- 
antee that a verifier will be able to detect forced delays. 
For inechanisuis involving two or more messages, for ted 
delays can be detected if the sender of a message mea- 
sures the time interval between transmission of a nies- 
sage and receipt of an expected reply, and rejec,ts it if 
the delay is more than a prespecified time slot. 

B.3 Random numbers 

The random numbers as used in niechanisnls specified 
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in this part of ISO/IEC 9798 prevent replay or inter- 
leaving attacks. In the context of this part of ISO/IEC 
9798 the use of the term random numbers also includes 
unpredictable pseudo-random numbers. 

In order to prevent replay or interleaving attacks, the 
verifier obtains a randoxn number which is sent to 
the clahant , and the claimant responds by includ- 
ing the random number in the authentication data of 
the returned token. (This is conmlonly referred to as 
challenge-response.) This procedure links the two mes- 
sages containing the particular random number. If the 
same random number is used by the verifier again, a 

ISO/IEC 0708-4: 1005 (E) 

third party that recorded the original authentication ex- 
change can send the recorded token to the verifier and 
falsely authenticate itself as the claimant. In order to 
prevent suck attacks, it is necessary for the random 
numbers to be non-repeating with a very high proba- 
bili ty. 

Random numbers 
can be considered 

are by definition unpredictable, and 
non-repeating with a high degree of 

probability if they take values from a sufficiently large 

Use of ran 
tee that a 

doul nu 
verifier 

lnber s 
will b 

bY 
le a 

a claimant does not guaran- 
ble to detec t forced delays. 
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